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Let M denote an orientable (n + 2) -manifold (n z 1) and G an upper semicontinuous decompo- 
sition of M into compacta having the shape of the n-sphere. In this context it is shown that the 
decomposition space is a 2-manifold. Moreover, it is established that the decomposition map is 
an approximate fibration for n > 1, while for n = 1 the map is an approximate fibration over the 
complement of a locally finite set. 
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If G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of an m-manifold M into 
submanifolds, all of the same dimension, what can be said about the decomposition 
space M/G? What regularity properties are possessed by the decomposition map 
M+ M/G? 
Forms of these questions have been closely investigated by Coram and Duvall. 
The primary background and motivation for what will be done here is their work 
in [6] and also in a refinement by Coram [3]. In both cases the object of attention 
is a map f of the 3-sphere S3 onto an ANR such that each point inverse has the 
shape of S’. Under certain technical restrictions it is established that B = S2 [3, 
Theorem 5.21; when that occurs, B = S2 is shown to contain a set F of at most two 
points such that fjf’(B - F) . IS an approximate fibration [6, Corollary I]. 
In contrast with the Coram-Duvall Study of maps from S’ to a prescribed space 
B, we study decompositions of manifolds and the associated decomposition maps 
to unknown decomposition spaces. In particular, for an (n +2)-manifold M (without 
boundary) and USC (the abbreviation of “upper semicontinuous”) decomposition 
G of M into compacta having the shape of S”, n 3 1, we prove that M/G is a 
2-manifold, possibly with boundary in case n = 1 and M is nonorientable. Further- 
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more, the decomposition map is an approximate fibration when n 2 2, and it is 
almost an approximate fibration when n = 1 and A4 is orientable. 
Liem [14] has dealt with the related problem involving USC decompositions G of 
(n + I)-manifolds M into compacta having the shape of S” (n 2 1), proving that 
Ml G is a l-manifold: for n 2 5 he shows that M + Ml G can be approximated by 
a locally trivial bundle map. In a more general vein, Daverman [8] has proved that 
if G is a USC decomposition of an (n + I)-manifold M into compacta, each having 
the shape of some connected n-manifold, then Ml G is a l-manifold with boundary. 
Daverman and Husch [9] have shown that, given a USC decomposition of an 
(n + q)-manifold into compacta having the shape of a connected n-manifold where 
dim Ml G < 00, then one can find a dense open subset of M/G over which the 
decomposition map is an approximate fibration. 
For background on approximate fibrations, the reader can consult [3, 4, 51. 
Technical concepts pertaining to this concept will be introduced and defined as the 
need arises. 
It should be pointed out that, in our terminology, a manifold is separable, metric, 
and boundaryless (modelled on Euclidean space). If boundary is to be tolerated, 
we will speak of a manifold with boundary. 
The symbol = will be used to mean “is homeomorphic to” and similarly = will 
be used to mean “is isomorphic to”. 
Unless expressly stated otherwise, homology and cohomology groups used here 
are determined with integral (2) coefficients. 
1. Examples 
Decompositions of a manifold in which all elements have the shape of a 
codimension 2 sphere are more tractable than those into compacta having the shape 
of an arbitrary codimension 2 manifold. To provide contrast with our results here 
concerning decompositions of the first type, we shall suggest some examples of the 
latter that reinforce the following precepts. 
1. The decomposition space need not be a boundaryless 2-manifold. In P”+’ # P”+‘, 
the connected sum of projective (n + I)-space with itself, let G’ denote a USC 
decomposition into parallel n-spheres and two copies of P”, one in each P”+’ minus 
an (n+l)-cell. In this case (P”+‘# P”+‘)/G’=[-l,l]. If M=(P”+‘# P”+‘)XE’ 
and G={g’x{t}lg’e G’ and tEEI}, then M/G=[-I, l]xE’. 
2. Even when M/G is a 2-manifold, the decomposition map need not be an 
approximate fibration. Start with any compact, connected (n - I)-manifold T, and 
set M = S’ X TX S2. Think of S2 as a suspension, with suspension points q* 
and circles of latitude C,( t E (-1, 1)). Construct a USC decomposition G of M 
by listing the elements: S’ x T x{q+}, S’ x T x{q_}, and the various {s} x T x 
C,(s E S’, t E (-1, I)). Then M/G = S2, being the two point compactification of 
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S’ X (- 1, 1). However, the decomposition map is not an approximate fibration over 
the image of S’ x T x{q*}. A significant feature of this example G is that all the 
elements are homeomorphic to the same manifold, S’ x T. 
3. Even when each g E G is an homology n-sphere, the decomposition map need 
not be an approximate fibration. Fix n 25, and let F”-’ denote a nonsimply- 
connected homology (n - 1)-cell and X the complement there of an open collar on 
aF”-‘. Form V = F”-’ x[-1, l] and then form an homology n-sphere N by doubling 
V along its boundary, with N = V+ u V- representing the double. Set Q’ = N x E ‘. 
Name a Cantor set C in (-1, 1) and a closed, O-dimensional subset Y of E’. Let 
K denote the decomposition of Q’ into singletons and the sets X X(C) x{y}, c E C 
and ye Y, in V+x{y}‘Nx{y}. Define M=(Q’/K)xE’ and define G to be the 
decomposition of M into the sets rr( N x { s}) x {t}, where s, t E E ’ and n : Q’ + Q’/ K 
represents the decomposition map. For reasons similar to those discussed in [8, 
Example 31, M is an (n +2)-manifold and each g E G is an n-manifold. In addition, 
the largest set over which the natural map M + M/G = E2 is an approximate 
fibration corresponds to E2 - ( Y x E’), for rr( N X(s)) X(t) is homeomorphic to N 
iff sg Y; otherwise, it is homeomorphic to S”. It is worth mentioning that each 
g E G has a neighborhood U, for which each inclusion g’+ U,(g’ E G and g’ c U,) 
induces a homology isomorphism (in all dimensions). 
2. Approximate homotopy lifting properties and movability 
Let p : E + B denote a surjective map between locally compact, separable metric 
spaces, where E is an ANR. In almost the same language as Coram and Duvall 
[4], except that we do not require B to be an ANR, we say that p has the approximate 
homotopy lifting property (abbreviated as AHLP) with respect to the space X if 
whenever h:Xxl+B and h”:Xx{O}+E are maps such that pi=hIXx{O} and 
E is an open cover of B, then h’ extends to a map h”: X X I + E such that h and ph” 
are E-close. As Coram and Duvall point out [4, Proposition 1.51, we may choose g 
. 
to be stationary when h is; i.e., if h(x, t) =ph(x, 0) for all t, we may choose i so 
6(x, t) = h”(x, 0) for all t (and all such x). Of course, if p has the AHLP for all 
spaces X, we say that p is an approximate fibration. 
Crucial to this work are the two following analogues of results from [5] that are 
valid in the slightly broader setting considered here. 
Theorem 2.1. [5, Theorem 2.21. Suppose E is an ANR , B is LCk, and p : E + B is a 
surjective map having the AHLP with respect to I’, for 0 c q 4 k. Then p has the 
AHLP with respect to all q-dimensional, separable metric spaces, for 0 s q s k. 
Theorem 2.2. [5, Theorem 3.31. Suppose E is an ANR, B is LCk, and p : E + B is a 
k-movable map. Then p has the AHLP with respect to 1 q, for 0 c q G k. 
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Theorem 2.2 can also be regarded as a consequence of work by Dydak and Segal 
[ 10, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.81. 
A proper map p: E + B is a k-movable map provided that for each b E B and 
each neighborhood U in E of the fibre Fh = p-lb there is a neighborhood V of F,, 
in U such that rriF, is realized as the image of niV in rr,U for 0~ i c k and for every 
fiber F, = p-‘c c V. See [5] for more details and further references. 
Corollary 2.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, p has the AHLP with respect to 
all q-dimensional separable metric spaces, for 0 < q s k. 
For the proofs one must simply retrace many of the arguments in [5]. The primary 
distinction between those of [5] and those here occurs in dealing with refinements 
to open covers: given an open cover E of B, instead of the ANR consequence that 
there exists a refining open cover 6 such that any two &close maps of an arbitrary 
space X into B are e-homotopic, one uses the LCk hypothesis to obtain a refining 
open cover 6 such that any two S-close maps of 1’ into B are s-homotopic. 
3. The continuity set of the winding function 
Before undertaking the basic constructions of this paper, we give a related result 
that spotlights the main problem. 
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a USC decomposition of an (orientable) (n +2)-manifold, 
n 2 3, into compacta g, each having the shape of some closed, connected n-manifold, 
such that G,(g) = 0 = gz(g) for all g and dim Ml G c 2. Then M/G is a 2-manifold. 
Proof. Let p : M + Ml G = B denote the decomposition map and B = M/G the 
decomposition space. For each b E B, the Vietoris-Begle Mapping Theorem [2] 
implies that, for i E (0, I, 2) 
l$(B, B-{b})=H,(M, M-p-lb). 
By duality [ 16, p. 2961, 
Hi(M, M-p-lb) = tij”+2-i(p-‘b). 
Accordingly, using the hypothesis that dim B s 2, we see that fii( B, B -{ b}) z 
0( i f 2) and fi2( B, B - {b}) = 2. By [ 10, Corollary 4.91, B is LC2; since dim B 4 2, 
it is an ANR. Hence, classical characterizations of generalized 2-manifolds [ 18, 
p. 1231 reveal that B is a 2-manifold. 
From our perspective the main problem is displayed by the extraneous hypothesis 
in Proposition 3.1 that dim M/G< 2. In anoth:r paper we plan to provide an 
algebraic argument setting forth one method for removing this hypothesis, establish- 
ing that for any USC decomposition G’ of an (n + k)-manifold M’ into compacta 
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having the shape of an n-manifold, M’/ G’ has cohomological dimension G k. Here 
we give a geometric argument with virtually the same goal-showing that M/G is 
a 2-manifold without a priori information given about Ml G. The hypothesis about 
the elements of G differs from that in 3.1 and is more severe for most n. Nevertheless, 
by way of justification for this geometric approach, there are two important benefits: 
strong conclusions about the nature of the decomposition map, and applications 
for small n, where Proposition 3.1 does not apply. 
Throughout the rest of this paper we shall employ the following notation: M, for 
an orientable (n +2)-manifold, n 2 1; G, for a USC decomposition of M into com- 
pacta having the shape of an n-sphere; B, for the decomposition space M/G; and 
p, for the decomposition map M + B. 
We begin by reproducing the Coram-Duvall definition of the (local) winding 
number function. Temporarily fix bO~ B. Since g, = pP’bo is movable, there exist 
connected neighborhoods U and U,, of b, in B such that b0 E lJ,c U and (the 
inclusion-induced) 
is an isomorphism onto the image of 
In addition, U,, is restricted so that, in case n > I, the inclusion-induced homomorph- 
ism j: H, (p-’ U,) + H, ( pm’ U) is trivial. For any b E U,, the image of 
+h 
*,(p-‘6, xh) + ~,(P~‘~,xh)~~~(P-‘u,xo) 
is contained in Im 4. Hence, 
is a well-defined homomorphism between copies of Z, which means that it amounts 
to multiplication by some integer qh 2 0. This number qh is independent of basepoints, 
which henceforth we suppress. Define the winding function (Y : U,+ Z by ab = qb. 
Let K denote the set of all points b,, in B such that every neighborhood W of 
b,, (with W c U,) contains some point w for which (YW = 0. This set K is a troublesome 
spot, where pathology can breed. Clearly K is closed in B. 
Lemma 3.2. K is nowhere dense in B. 
Proof. See [7, Lemma 3.11. 
Define B, as B - K. In the rest of this section we outline an argument, very much 
like the one given by Coram and Duvall in [6], showing the complement in B, of 
a certain countable closed subset to be a 2-manifold. A fundamental outcome of 
their approach is the explicit connection between points of trouble for obtaining 
movability of p and discontinuities of cy. 
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We shall continue to work locally throughout most of this section. Assume that 
the b,,E B mentioned near the beginning lies in B, and that the neighborhood U, 
mentioned there satisfies U,= B, as well. 
The three facts stated below are direct analogues of Lemma l-3 in [6]. 
1. If bE U, there is a neighborhood V of b in U, such that to each b’E V there 
corresponds a positive integer k such that a( b’) = ka( b). 
2. (Y is lower semicontinuous. 
3. The continuity set C = {b E U,l a is continuous at b} is open and dense in UO; 
its complement D = U,, - C can be written as D = D, u D, where D2 is countable 
and where D, is closed in B and each neighborhood of d E D, contains uncountably 
many points of D, (0, is dense-in-itself). 
Now our argument begins to diverge from that in [6]. Even when n + 2 = 3, we 
have no guarantee comparable to the hypothesis there that C is an ANR. Our aim 
is to prove that C is a 2-manifold. 
Lemma 3.3. The map p Ip-’ C : p-’ C + C is q-movable, for 0 s q < 00. 
Proof. Let c E C and V a neighborhood of c on which LY is constant, so a(~‘) = 
k( v’)cx( c) for each v E V by Fact 1. Thus, for each v E V, 
4;‘4”: rr,(p_‘v)+ 7Tn(p-‘c) 
is multiplication by k = 1. Hence, $T’& is an isomorphism. This implies that p Ip-‘C 
is an n-movable map. The Hopf Classification Theorem [ 11, p. 531 implies p Ip-’ C 
is q-movable for n < q <co. 
Proposition 3.4. 7’he map p lpP’C :p-‘C + C has the AHLP with respect to alljinite- 
dimensional separable metric spaces. 
Proof. The q-movable map plpP’C is q-stable (homology q-stable is sufficient) in 
the sense defined by Dydak and Segal [lo]. By [ 10, Corollary 4.91, C is LCk for all 
k 2 0. Therefore, Proposition 3.4 follows from Corollary 2.3. 
Lemma 3.5. Let A be an arc in C and a E A. The inclusion pP’a + pP’A is a shape 
equivalence. 
Proof. Start with a strong deformation retraction h’: A x I + A of A to a. Define 
h:p-‘Axl+C as h’o(pxld) and i:p-‘Ax{O}-+p-‘C as the inclusion. Apply 
Proposition 3.4 to see that pP’A can be deformed, near itself, arbitrarily close to 
p-la via a homotopy keeping points of p-la fixed. This demonstrates the shape 
equivalence. 
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Lemma 3.6. Neither a point nor an arc in C separates C, but every simple closed curve 
there does separate C. 
Proof. Let A denote an arc in C and V the component of C containing A. From 
the exact sequence of the pair (p-’ V, p-’ V-p-IA), we obtain 
H,(p-‘V,p-‘V-p-‘A)+&(p-‘V-p-‘A)+&(p-’V)=O 
and, by duality [16, p. 2961 and Lemma 3.5, 
H,( v, p-’ V-p-‘A) G fij”+‘( p-‘A) G A”+‘( p-la) = 0. 
Thus, p-’ V-p-IA and V-A are connected. 
Similarly, no point separates C. 
Now, let J denote a simple closed curve in some component V of C. Express J 
as the union of two arcs A, and A2 whose intersection is the boundary, {a,, a,}, of 
each. From the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the representation of inverses, we 
compute with &-coefficients to obtain 
(where the zero at left and the Z,@Z, range of p come from Lemma 3.5). By 
Lemma 3.5, p( m,, m2) = (ml - m2, ml - mJ. Consequently, 
~j,+,(p-‘J;Z,)=kerP~Z, and fin( pP’J; Z,) = Z,. 
We prove that p-‘J separates p-’ V by showing that the homomorphism y in the 
sequence below is trivial. 
H,(p_’ v; Z*) -L H,(p-‘V,p~‘V-p-‘J;Z,)~~~(p-‘V-p~’J;Z2)’0 
For n 2 2 this follows because (Z, coefficients throughout) 
H,(pP’V-p-‘J) - H,(p_‘V)A H,(p-‘V,p-‘V-pP’J) 
I 
Jo 
I I 
z _ 
H,(p_‘&-p-‘-q - HIW w - Hl(p-‘Uo,pP’U,-pP’J) 
I 
j 
1 I 
I 
H,(pPW-pP’J)~ H’(p-‘U)~ H,(p-‘U,pP’U-p-‘J) 
the composition jj, is trivial, whereas for n = 1 it follows because Im /3 3 imj, and 
a simple diagram chase leads to the desired conclusion. One can see that Im p 1 Imj 
by choosing C,,E U,-J very close to b, and noting, by Fact 1 and the benefits of 
working in the continuity set, that (YC~= a&= 1. Due to the natural epimorphisms 
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vi + H, and ii, + fi, (the latter being an isomorphism for objects with the shape of 
S’), 
Imp 3 Im{fi,(p~ic,J+ H,(p-‘U)} 
and the latter coincides with 
Im{~,(p-‘bO)+ H,(p~‘U)}=Im{H,(p~‘U,)~ H,(p-‘U)}. 
Theorem 3.7. 7’he space C is a 2-manifold and p lp-’ C : p-’ C + C is an approximate 
fibration. 
Proof. That C is a 2-manifold follows from Lemma 3.6 and [ 18, p. 951. As a result, 
it is an ANR, and the results by Coram-Duvall characterizing approximate fibrations 
apply. Explicitly, Theorem 3.7 of [5] gives the desired conclusion. 
Lemma 3.8. If A is an arc in U, with one endpoint d E D and A -{d} c C, then the 
inclusion p-‘d + p-' A is a shape equivalence. Furthermore, if e is the other endpoint 
ofA, thenj:p-‘e-+p-‘A inducesj,: +,,(p-‘e) + fi,,( p-IA), which amounts to multipli- 
cation by a(e)/o(d). 
Proof. The first assertion can be established as was Lemma 3.5, by using AHLP to 
deform p-‘A-p-‘d very close to pP’d, keeping p-‘A*-p-‘d fixed throughout, 
where A* is a small neighborhood of d in A, and by then extending the deformation 
to all of p-‘A via the identity on p-Id. The second assertion can be established by 
imitating the proof of [6, Lemma 51. 
Lemma 3.9. The set D is countable. 
Proof. By Fact 3, D = D, u D2, where D, is closed in D and dense-in-itself, and 
where D2 is countable. We shall prove that D, = 0. 
Suppose D, # 0. Since (Y ) D, is lower semicontinuous, the set of points where 
LY 1 D, is continuous forms a dense, open subset of D,. Thus, we can find b E D, and 
some neighborhood W of b in U,, such that (Y 1 D, n W is constant. Accordingly, as 
in Fact 1, W can be restricted so that for all w E W there exists an integer k(w) 
such that cr( w) = k(w) . a(b). Since b is a discontinuity of (Y, there is some w E 
W - D, for which k(w) > 1. This yields k( w’) 2 k(w) > 1 for all w’ in some neighbor- 
hood of w, so we can assume w E W-D. 
Using the countability of Dz, we build an arc A in W with endpoints c, d in D, 
and with A - { c, d} c W - D such that, for x E A - { c, d}, 
(u(x)= ka(c)=ka(d) (some k> 1). 
We express A as the union of two subarcs A,, A, having a common endpoint e. 
Applying Lemma 3.8 over Ai (2 coefficients), we see that the image of Rn( p-‘Ai) 
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in fi”(p-‘e) is kZ for i = 1, 2. Another Mayer-Vietoris argument then gives 
I%‘“( p-IA) = 2,. One can verify that this is impossible by inspecting the sequence 
H,(p_’ W) 2 H,(pP’W,pm’W-p-IA)- I&@’ W-p-IA) - 0 
while recalling the argument of Lemma 3.6 that y is the trivial homomorphism. 
This completes the proof that D is countable. 
Now it is appropriate to let b0 take on different values in B,. For each b E B,, 
we have a neighborhood U, c B,, a countable closed subset Db of U,, a dense 
open subset C,, = U,, - D,, of U,, and a function CY,,: U,,+ Z with the properties 
described at the outset of this section. In case c E U,,,,n Ubczj, then c E C,,,, iff 
c E Chc2), since continuity of LX,,(~) at c depends only on the behavior of point inverses 
near p -‘c. Identify a countable subcollection { Uhci)} of { Ub} that covers B,, and 
define C, =Ui Chcij and D, =Ui D,(i). From Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.9 we 
obtain: 
Theorem 3.10. 7’he set C, is open and dense in B, and D, = B, - C, is countable. 
Moreover, C, is a 2-manifold and p Ip-’ C, : p ~‘C, + C, is an approximate$bration. 
4. The structure of the decomposition space 
At this point we have a firm grip on a large subset, C+, of the decomposition 
space B = M/G. Furthermore we know that B - C, is the union of K = B - B, and 
a countable closed subset D, of B,. We intend to prove that B is a 2-manifold. 
The result below frames the first step towards that goal. 
Lemma 4.1. If K is totally disconnected, then B is a 2-manifold. 
Proof. Set Y = K u D,. Clearly Y is closed in B. Since B is locally compact and 
K is closed in B, K is O-dimensional. The Sum Theorem for O-dimensional closed 
sets [ 12, p. 181 shows that Y is O-dimensional. 
Fix y, E Y. Choose neighborhoods U and U, of y, in B, arranged like those named 
near the beginning of Section 3. 
The same argument used to establish the latter half of Lemma 3.6 implies that 
each simple closed curve J in U,n C, separates U, n C,. Thus, U, n C, is an 
orientable 2-manifold without any l-handles, so it is homeomorphic to the comple- 
ment in E2 of a closed O-dimensional set. Thinking of the points of Y n U,, as (some 
of the) ends of U,,, we can extend this homeomorphism, in an end-preserving way, 
to one from U, onto an open subset of E2. Hence, U,, is a (planar) 2-manifold, 
implying as well that B is a 2-manifold. 
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As a consequence, in order to attain our goal of proving that B is a 2-manifold, 
it suffices to show why K is totally disconnected. The following somewhat technical 
result is aimed in that direction. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that 2 is a compact subset of an orientable (n +2)-manifold M, 
where 2 has the shape of an n-sphere. 
a) In case n # 2, then there is a pair of open sets U 1 V 1 E in M such that no 
non-zero element of 
Im{k*:H,+,(V-E)+H,+,(U-2)) 
is spherical. 
b) In case n = 2, then there is a pair of open sets as in a) provided that, for each 
open set W 2 2, there is a compact subset .X’ of W-Z: such that 
Im{ik: fi,(E’)+ H,(M)} =Im{i,: fi2(I>+ H,(M)}. 
Definition: An element z E H,(X) is spherical if there exists a map f: S4 + X such 
that z E fycHq(Sy). 
Proof of a). Exploiting that 2 has the shape of the n-sphere (n # 2), choose U so 
that j; : H2( U) -+ H2( M) is trivial. In an analysis of long exact sequences for the 
pairs (M, M\E) and (U, lJ\_Z) 
*. .+ Hz(M)+ HJM, M\E)+ H,(M\Z)+. . . 
T 
.I I* T 4, T 
*. .-+H,(U)+H,(U, U\/x)dI_H,(U\E)+. .) 
the excision axiom detects that q.+ is an isomorphism and, since _& is the zero 
homomorphism, an easy diagram chase detects that a’ is one to one. 
Restrict U so that j*: H”(U) + I?“(E) . IS onto. The commutative diagram 
52 I-? : H”(U)- H2(U, U-E)=Z 
j,j* / 
z = P(E) 
detects that & n is onto. Here, I,!J is the isomorphism of Alexander Duality and 
JZ E H,,+z( U, U - 2) is an orientation class. 
Choose VC U so lm{H,,+,( V) + H,,+,(U)} = {0} (and U is a proper subset of 
M). Comparing long exact sequences for the pairs (U, U -2) and (V, V-z), 
O+H,+,(U, U--X)-l, H,+,(U-2’) - H,,+,(U)+. . . 
T s T % T 0 
O-+ H,+,(V, V-JC)- H,+,(V-E)- H,+I( V) 
we see that the connecting homomorphism a is one to one and that Im a 2 Im k,. 
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Suppose f: S”” + V - 2 is such that f,( z) # 0 for some z E H,,, (S”+‘). The choice 
of V then assures that k,f,(z)~Ima; say k*f+.(a)=a(m= &), where mEZ--{O}. 
In the diagram 
zn:H”(s”+‘)- H,(S”+‘) 
( kl 1* 
I I 
( W, 
a(&)n:H”(U\X)- H,( IJ\I) 
I* 
I 
8’ 
T 
5 zn:H”(U)- HA IJ, u\E ), 
we detect that 
= a’( m . .& n c) = a’( 52 n 112 . c) 
for each c E H”(U). with c chosen so that & n c f 0 in HZ( U, U\E) = Z, the final 
term a’(& n rn. c) # 0 as 8’ is one to one but the first term is always zero as 
f *( i*( c)) E H” (S”+‘) = 0. This contradiction establishes that U = V = 2 satisfies the 
conclusion of a). 
Proof of b). The only step in the proof of a) that breaks down in the case n =2 is 
the first step establishing that 3’: H2( U, U\E) -+ H,( U\Z) is one to one. Use the 
additional hypothesis to specify a compact subset E’ c U\Z: such that 
Im{fiZ(E)+ H,(M)}~Im{fij,(E)+ HZ(M)}. 
Consider the diagram 
fUM\-U 3 H,(M) + Hz( M, M\.E) + H,(M\E) 
HA u\z) - Hz(u)+HAU, U\z)- H,( u\x). 
The same diagram chase as in part a) establishes that a’ is one to one provided that 
Im( i.J c Im( kk). (Remember, the excision axiom detects that q* is an isomorphism!) 
The containment is guaranteed if 
Im(I,)= Im{HAI) + HAM)) 
but this can be achieved by further care in choosing U. 
Lemma 4.3. K is countable. 
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Proof. This begins like the argument for Lemma 3.9. The set K can be expressed 
as K’ u K2, where K, is closed in K and dense-in-itself and where K, is countable. 
We show that K, =I?. 
If K, # ti, consider b, E K’ and neighborhoods U,c U of b,-, with the properties 
given at' the outset of Section 3. As before, there exist b’ E K’ n U,, and a small 
connected neighborhood W, of b, in U, such that a (K, n W, is constant. Since 
b, E K’c K, there exists some w’ E W’ such that ii,,(p-‘w’)+ z-,(p-’ W,) is trivial 
(this amounts to relabelling so 6, is used as the reference point for measuring by 
the winding function a and to picking w, so (YW, = 0). Because (Y 1 K, n W, is constant 
and cub, = 1 (with b, as reference point), w’@ K,. Just like in the proof of Lemma 
3.9, we can choose w’ E W, n C,. 
Let V denote the component of W, - K containing w,. Since no point of B locally 
separates, one can easily produce arcs A in V- (K,u D,) with dA c K, and 
A-dAc Vn C+c V-K,. 
Claim. Every arc A with these properties separates B. 
Proof. Split A into subarcs A,, A, having just an endpoint e in common. Then 
eE VnC,. The proof of Lemma 3.8 indicates that p-la, +p-‘A, is a shape 
equivalence, where ai = dA, -{e}. Because e and w, lie in the connected set V - D, c 
C+, ae = 0; moreover, pP’e winds about p-’ a, in the same way p-‘e winds about 
p-lb’, due to the constancy of a 1 K, n W’. This implies that fI”(p-‘Ai)+ H”(p-‘e) 
is trivial. Computations involving the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the triad 
(p-IA, p-‘Al, p-IA,) reveal that Q”+‘( pP’A; 2) = Z = fim+,(p-‘A; Z), and the 
diagram below 
H,(P-’ W’) 5 H,(pm’Wl,p-’ W,-p-IA)+ &(pm’ W,-pm’A)+O 
fj”+l(p-‘A) z Z 
indicates that pP’A separates p-’ WI (recall previous arguments that y is trivial). 
The same proof establishes that p-‘A separates p-’ U,. Hence, A separates both W, 
and U,,. 
Insisting that neighborhood W, satisfy additionally 
H,,+,(pP’ U,) is trivial starts the chase through the diagram 
that H,,+,(p-' W,)+ 
Hn+,(p-’ W =\ I?‘(p- U,, Fr p-’ U,J 
I 
\ 
I 
-- 
,fi’( pm’ I&, p-’ u, -p-l W,) 
K+,(P- WI) =\ fi’( pm’ W,, Fr p-’ WI) 
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that leads to detectingj is trivial. (The isomorphisms on the left arise from Lefschetz 
duality [ 16; p. 2971 while that on the right is an excision.) Sincej is trivial, the diagram 
O+ I%‘(Frp-‘U,) - I?‘( p-l%, Fr p-’ U,) 
If T 
J 
o-~“(p~‘u,-p~‘w,)~~‘(p~‘u,~,p-‘u,-p-’w,) 
can be used to detect that i is trivial and, consequently, Fr pm’ U, is contained in a 
single component of pm’ U,\p-’ W,. Thus, Fr pm’ U, is contained in a single com- 
ponent of p-’ U,\p-‘A, detecting that one component of pm’ U,,\p-‘A is also a 
component of M\p-‘A. In addition to completing the proof of the claim, this shows 
that one component of B\A is contained in U,. 
Because this is put aside, it is important to note that 
(*) for any neighborhood Y of A, each element of 
Im{ fi,,+,( pm’A) + H,,+‘( p-’ Y)} is spherical. 
After restriction, Y can be split into two open sets Y,, Y2 with Y, 2 A, and Y, n YZ 
an open 2-cell in W, n C,, and Y, can be cut back to an open Y: with A, c Y: c Yt, 
Y{ n Y; another open 2-cell, and H,,+,( p-’ Y:) + H,,+,(p-’ Yi) trivial (i = 1,2). A 
singular n-sphere f: S” +p-‘( Y{ n Y;) representing the image of I?,,(p-‘e) in 
H, ( pP’( Y’, n Y;)) can be obtained such that f is null homotopic in both pm’ Y{ and 
p-’ Yi (because (me = 0). These null homotopies can be assembled as a mapf: S”+’ + 
Y’, u Y;, restricting to f on S” c S”+‘. Then the diagram in Fig. 1 can be used to 
show f*(H,,+‘(S”+‘)) = Im{H,,+‘(p~‘A)+ K+‘(P~’ Y)>. 
Returning to the proof of Lemma 4.3, next we argue that there exists such an arc 
A, for which the component of B-A, in W’ -A’ contains some point of K,. Since 
K, in dense-in-itself, we can build a 4 - ad T (the cone over a four-point set F) in 
W,, with F c K, and T-F c W, n C,. Some arc A, = T must separate two of the 
points in F (at the cone point of T we see where one pair of arcs pierces the other 
pair). 
Let bz E K, be a point of the “small component” Q, c U, of B - A,. Find a 
neighborhood W, of b2 for which Cl W, c Q, c U, and diam W, < $ diam W,, and 
repeat the process. In this manner determine a decreasing sequence { Wi} of neighbor- 
hoods in B, with diam W, + 0, such that each W, contains an arc A, and B -A, has 
a component QX c W,_, for which W,,, c Qi c Wi_, and K, n Q, # (d. 
To conclude the argument, we focus on the (unique) point b, E K, n (n W,). 
Applying Lemma 4.2 to 1 = pm’ b, (in case n = 2, the extra hypotheses given in part 
b) holds because K, in dense-in-itself and (Y / K, n W, is constant) and looking at 
the neighborhoods U and V of E promised there, we choose an index j such that 
pm’ Wj_, = V By construction the arc A, separates b, from B- Wi_, so pP’A, 
separates 1 from M - U c M -p-l W,_,. Another duality argument (cf. [ 1, p. 1201) 
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0 >tin+,(,KIA) = &&,(,~‘e)~ fl,,(~~‘A,)O%(p-IA,) 
I I I- I 
H,+,(p~‘yl)OH,+,(p-‘Y;) -H,,+,(p-‘(Y;u Y;))- H,(p-‘( Y; n Y;))+H,,(pm’ Yj)OH,(p-’ Y;) 
I I I zz 
0 PIm H,+,(pm’(Y{u Y;))-+lm H,,(p-‘(YI n Y;)) 
z 
H,,+,(S”+‘) -H,(T) 
Fig. I. 
shows that I?,,+,(p-‘Ai)+ H,,+,( U - 2) is nontrivial. This brings the desired contra- 
diction: by the earlier note (*), each element of Im{fi,,+,(pP’A)-+ H,,,( U-Z)} is 
spherical, which is impossible in view of Lemma 4.3. Consequently, K, must equal 
0, and K = K, is countable. 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 combine to give the chief result of this section. 
Theorem 4.4. The decomposition space B is a 2-manifold. 
This gives additional information about the set K. 
Corollary 4.5. The set K is locally jinite. 
Proof. If not, the closed countable set K would have a limit point, near which one 
could construct an arc A with An K = 8A. By the claim proved in Lemma 4.3, pP’A 
would separate M; however, the arc A cannot separate the 2-manifold B. 
5. Analysis of p when n 2 2 
Knowing now that B is a 2-manifold, we turn our attention to the decomposition 
map p. In this section we prove that (n ~2) p is an approximate fibration. We 
continue to exploit the exceptional set K and the discontinuity set D, identified in 
Section 3. 
Lemma 5.1. No point of B- C, is isolated. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that b E B - C, lies in an open 2-cell A in B such 
that An(B-C+)=(b). Set A*=A-b. 
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From the long exact sequence of the pair ( pP’A, p-IA*), we have 
‘* 
H,,+,(p-‘A,p-‘A*)+H,(p-‘A*)- H,(p-‘A)+H,(p-‘A,p-‘A*) 
I- I- 
R’(p-‘b)=O fi2(pm’b) 
As in Lemma 3.8, the inclusion p-lb + p-‘A is a shape equivalence, implying that 
fii,(pm’b)=H,,(pm’A)=Z. Consider any CEA * = A -b. We shall prove below that 
(the inclusion-induced) j, : I?,, ( p-’ c) -+ H,, ( p-’ A *) is an isomorphism. This will 
establish that i, is an isomorphism. Consequently, we will have all the information 
compressed in the diagram 
fi,(p-‘c) $+ H,,(p-‘A) \_ &(p-‘b) 
_ 
4, 
?T,(p_‘c)- T,(P-'A) 
6 
- %(p-‘b), 
indicating that 4h’4c: fr,,(p-‘c) -+ k,(p-‘b) is an isomorphism (for all c E A -b) 
and, therefore, that b E C,. 
Express A -b = A* as the union of two open disks RI and R, whose intersection 
is a pair of open disks V’ and V2 with CE VI. From the associated Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences, we have 
O+ K+,(P-'A*)+ KW'(RI n R2)jA K(P~'R,) 
I 0Hn(pP’R,)8- H,,(p-‘A*)-0. zE I s 
zoz=Hn(p-‘vl)oH,(p~‘V2) zoz 
In this situation (Y(z,, z2) essentially could be either (z’ - z2, zl - z2) or (z’ - z2, 
zl + z2). However, LY cannot be one to one, for the sequence 
ti”(p-lb)-Z 
demonstrates H,,+,(p-‘A”) = ker (Y # 0, so (t(z,, z2) = (zl - z2, z, - z2). Thus, /3 sends 
H,( p-‘RI)00 isomorphically onto H,,( p-IA*), and it follows thatj, is an isomorph- 
ism, as required. 
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose N is an (n + 2)-manzfold (n 2 2) and G is a USC decomposition 
of N into compacta having the shape of S”. Then the decomposition space B = N/G 
is a 2-manifold and the decomposition map p : N + B is an approximate fibration. 
Proof. Assume N is orientable. By Lemma 4.3 the set K is closed and countable, 
and B - K = C, u D,, where D, is countable and closed in B - K. If D, # 0, then 
it would have an isolated point, in contradiction to Lemma 5.1. Thus, B - C, = K. 
If K # 0, it would have an isolated point, another contradiction of Lemma 5.1. This 
shows that B = C,. Theorem 3.10 assures that p : N + B is an approximate fibration 
and B = C, is a 2-manifold. 
In general, when N is nonorientable, each g E G has a G-saturated orientable 
open neighborhood E, (because k,(g) = 0), so p(E,) is a 2-manifold and p ) ER is 
an approximate fibration. The result follows directly. 
Corollary 5.3. Let M denote a closed (n + 2) -manifold (n 2 2) such that H, (M ; 2) 
and rrZ( M) are trivial. There is no USC decomposition of M into compacta having the 
shape of S”. 
Proof. Suppose M admits such a decomposition G. Then the decomposition space 
B is a closed 2-manifold and p : M + B is an approximate fibration. Since each 
fi,( p-lb ; 2) = 0, the Vietoris-Begle Theorem [2] demonstrates that H, (B; 2) = 0. 
Thus, B is a 2-sphere. Part of the exact homotopy sequence of an approximate 
fibration, developed by Coram and Duvall [4, Corollary 3.51, has 
0=~~(M)+~~(B)+Ir,(p-‘b)=0 
where the middle term is nontrivial, which is impossible. 
Corollary 5.4. Let M be a noncompact (n + 2)-manifold (n 2 2) with H, (M; 2) = 0 
that admits a USC decomposition G into compacta having the shape of S”. Then each 
inclusion g + M is a shape equivalence. 
Proof. The Vietoris-Begle Theorem indicates that B = M/G is a (noncompact) 
acyclic 2-manifold, so B must be contractible. A strong deformation retraction of 
B to p(g) can be approximately lifted to demonstrate a shape deformation retraction 
of M to g. 
Corollary 5.5. For n 3 2 neither Ent2 nor Snh2 admits a USC decomposition into 
compacta having the shape of S”. 
For n sufficiently large, Theorem 5.2 provides the necessary data for applying a 
fundamental result of F. Quinn [ 15, Theorem 3.3.21 providing a complete structural 
portrait of the manifolds M admitting decompositions into compacta with the shape 
of S” (see Variation 4, [ 15, p. 2901 for the dimensions employed below). 
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Corollary 5.6. Suppose the (n + 2) -manifold M (n 2 4) admits a USC decomposition 
G into compacta having the shape of S”. Then M is a topological block bundle and 
the decomposition mapp : M + Ml G can be approximated by a block bundle projection. 
A block bundle projection f: M + K, of M to a polyhedron K, with fibre F can be 
regarded as a map such that, for each simplex (T in some triangulation of K, there 
is a homeomorphism of f-‘(a) onto F x (T carrying f’(iM) onto F X au. 
6. Analysis of p when n = 1 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose M3 is an orientable 3-manifold and G is a USC decomposition 
of M3 into compacta having the shape of S’. Then B = M’/ G is a f-manifold and B 
contains a 1ocallyJinite (closed) subset F such that p Ip-‘( B - F) :p-‘( B - F) + B - F 
is an approximate jibration. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 the decomposition space B = M’/G is a 2-manifold. 
A result of T. Knoblauch [ 131 promises that each b E B has a connected open 
neighborhood U, such that p-’ Ut, -p-lb can be embedded in E3. The argument 
of [6, Lemma 91, coupled with the consequence of Corollary 4.5 here that U, - K 
is connected, can be used to prove that D, n ( U, -{b}) has at most 2 points. Thus, 
D, is locally finite in B. This means that the complement in B of the set C, over 
which p is an approximate fibration is expressed as the union of K and D,, each 
of which is locally finite in B, implying that F = B - C, is locally finite. 
Corollary 6.2. Suppose M is an orientable 3-manifold and G is a USC decomposition 
of M3 such that each g E G has the shape of S’ and each g has a neighborhood that 
embeds in E3. That the decomposition map p : M3 + B = M’/G can be approximated 
by a Seifert Jiber map of M3 onto B. 
The proof coincides with the one given by Coram and Duvall in [6, Theorem 21. 
Theorem 6.3. Suppose N3 is a nonorientable 3-manifold and G is a USC decomposition 
of N3 into compacta having the shape of S’. Then N3/ G is a 2-manifold with boundary, 
and Int( N’/ G) contains a locally$nite subset F such that p 1: pP’( Int( N3/ G) - F) + 
Int( N3/G) - F is an approximate fibration. 
Proof. Let 0 : M3 + N2 denote the orientable double covering, and let G denote the 
decomposition of M3 into the components of O-‘g, g E G. Theorem 6.1 indicates 
that M3/ G is a 2-manifold and the decomposition map p: M’-+ M3/G is an 
approximate fibration over the complement of some locally finite set E c M3/G. 
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The diagram 
0 
M3 - N3 
induces a natural 2 - 1 proper map T: M3/ 6 -+ N3/G, and T in turn induces an 
involution a ((Y’ = Id) on M3/&, which sends each x E M3/G to the other point 
(if possible) of T-‘T(x). It is well-known (see [17]) that the orbit space of every 
involution on a 2-manifold is a 2-manifold with boundary (the boundary may be 
empty), and it should be clear that the orbit space of (Y is topologically equivalent 
to N3/G. 
There exists a locally finite subset Y of Int( N3/G) such that 
TI: T-‘(Int(N3/G)- Y)+Int(N3/G)- Y 
is a covering map. The required F c Int( N’/ G) is F = T(p) u Y. One can then 
work locally over Int( N3/ G) - F to prove that the restriction of p is an approximate 
fibration. For any coordinate chart V in Int( N3/ G) - Y, there corresponds a com- 
ponent U of T-’ V such that T 1 U : U + V is a homeomorphism, and then p’-’ U + U 
is an approximate fibration. It follows that p-‘V-, V is an approximate fibration 
because here p coincides with Tb(8 I$-’ U)-‘, and ( 0 1 c-’ U)-’ is a homeomorphism. 
Corollary 3.4 of [5] or, in more general terms, the Uniformization result of [3, p. 
431 makes it clear that p I: p-‘(Int( N3/ G) - Y) + Int( N3/ G) - Y is an approximate 
fibration. 
Corolllary 6.4. There is no USC decomposition of E3 into compacta, each having the 
shape of S’. 
Proof. If there were, the decomposition space B would necessarily be E2. As in 
the proof of [3, Theorem 5.11, the set D of discontinuities of p : E3 + B is finite. For 
any 2-cell A in B containing D and any CE B-A, fi,(p-‘c) + H’(p-‘(B -A)) is 
an isomorphism (recall the argument given for Lemma 5.1). This indicates that the 
end of E3 (=p-’ (end of B)) has infinite cyclic first homology, which is nonsense. 
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